Postgraduate Open Evening

Wednesday
28 November 2018
16.30-19.00

Central Teaching Hub and Laboratories,
Liverpool campus
L69 3BX
Welcome

At the University of Liverpool you’ll gain a postgraduate qualification that is valued worldwide. Whether you want to be at the ‘top of your game’, get that ‘perfect job’ or become an expert in the subject that you’re passionate about, our programmes can help you stand out from the crowd whilst connecting you to a global academic community.

There are many ways you can specialise at postgraduate level and we offer a range of master’s and research opportunities on campus in Liverpool, London and China that are delivered through full-time, part-time and Continuing Professional Development (CPD) study.

This evening’s event is your chance to explore all of these options, so we encourage you to attend talks and ask questions at the Central Exhibition.

We’re here to help you get to where you want to be.

Schedule of Talks – Central Talks

This evening’s event begins with a series of central talks followed by subject specific talks.

A Warm Welcome from the University of Liverpool and Introduction to Postgraduate Study
Location: Lecture Theatre A, Central Teaching Hub
Time: 16.40-17.00

Postgraduate Taught Admissions, Finance and Funding
Location: Lecture Theatre A, Central Teaching Hub
Time: 17.00-17.15

Postgraduate Research Admissions, Finance and Funding
Location: Lecture Theatre D, Central Teaching Hub
Time: 17.00-17.15

Liverpool International College – Progression Talk
Location: Barkla Lecture Theatre, Chadwick Tower
Time: 16.30-16.45

Effective Applications to Master’s Courses: Careers and Employability
Location: Lecture Theatre A, Central Teaching Hub
Time: 17.20-17.35

Accommodation and Residential Adviser Opportunities
Location: Lecture Theatre C, Central Teaching Hub
Time: 17.35-18.00

A Liverpool Degree in China – Postgraduate options at XJTLU
Location: Lecture Theatre D, Central Teaching Hub
Time: 17.35-17.50
Schedule of Subject Talks and Drop In Activities (A-Z)

Subjects talks start at 17.30 and run through to 19.00.
Drop in: Staff and current students will also be in the Central Exhibition throughout the event to answer any questions you have.

Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology
Considering a master’s in Archaeology, Classics or Egyptology?
An introduction to our MA and MSc programmes, including our newly launched Classics and Ancient History MA. Our courses, from Archaeology to Pale anthropology, are designed to develop your research, critical thought, presentation and writing skills, and equip you for any further study or employment.
Suitable for: Graduates from Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology subjects or a relevant field of study.
Location: Lecture Theatre C, Central Teaching Hub.
Time: 18.00-18.25
Please note this presentation focuses on master’s programmes.
Discover more about research opportunities at our stand, and the Liverpool Doctoral College stand, in the Central Exhibition.

Archives and Records Management (MARM)
Thinking of studying Archives and Record Management?
An introduction to our Master of Archives and Records Management.
Suitable for: Graduates from all subject areas who want to join the archives and record management profession.
Location: Lecture Theatre D, Central Teaching Hub.
Time: 17.55-18.25
Please note this presentation focuses on master’s programmes.
Discover more about research opportunities at our stand, and the Liverpool Doctoral College stand, in the Central Exhibition.

Studying Architecture at Liverpool
This talk will cover the range of postgraduate opportunities within the School of Architecture here at Liverpool.
Please note the presenter will also be available after the talk between 18.50 and 19.00 to answer your questions.
Suitable for: Graduates with a good honours degree (2:1 or above) in Architecture or a similar subject.
Location: Barkla Lecture Theatre, Chadwick Tower.
Time: 18.20-18.50

Studying Communication and Media
Studying Communication and Media
This talk will cover the postgraduate opportunities available within Communication and Media at our Liverpool campus, as well as the Strategic Communication MSc available at our London campus.
Please note the presenter will also be available after the talk between 18.50 and 19.00 to answer your questions.
Suitable for: Graduates with a good honours degree (2:1 or above) in a relevant subject area eg Media and Communication, Politics, Management, and English.
Location: Rotblat Lecture Theatre, Chadwick Tower.
Time: 18.20-18.50

Studying English at Liverpool
This presentation will introduce you to the postgraduate opportunities available in the English department.
Please note the presenter will also be available after the talk between 18.45 and 19.00 to answer your questions.
Suitable for: Graduates with a good honours degree (2:1 or above) in English or a similar subject.
Location: Chadwick Lecture Theatre, Chadwick Tower.
Time: 18.15-18.45
History
Master's study in History
This talk introduces History's exciting and challenging postgraduate pathways and programmes. The MA History includes multidisciplinary pathways in Twentieth Century History, Cultural History, Eighteenth-Century Worlds and Medieval and Renaissance Studies, and the department also offers the renowned MA in International Slavery Studies and a Masters in Research (MRes).
Suitable for: Graduates in all subject areas in Humanities and Social Sciences.
Location: Lecture Theatre C, Central Teaching Hub.
Time: 18.30-19.00
Please note this presentation focuses on master's programmes.
Discover more about research opportunities at our stand, and the Liverpool Doctoral College stand, in the Central Exhibition.

Irish Studies
Why a master's in Irish Studies?
This session will cover the MA Irish Studies as well as the Irish Studies MRes. The Institute of Irish Studies was founded with an endowment from the Government of Ireland after the Good Friday Agreement with the intention of promoting peace and understanding between the peoples of the British Isles. Since then we have established ourselves as a world-leading centre for the study of Irish literature, history and culture and for the study of conflict and its resolution. At the Institute you will be taught by world-leading researchers in a small, friendly and vibrant department.
Suitable for: Graduates in Irish Studies and related subjects.
Location: Lecture Theatre D, Central Teaching Hub.
Time: 18.30-19.00
Please note this presentation focuses on master's programmes.
Discover more about research opportunities at our stand, and the Liverpool Doctoral College stand, in the Central Exhibition.

Law
School of Law and Social Justice
This talk will provide an introduction to the LLM pathways delivered in the Liverpool Law School. You will also have the opportunity to discover more about postgraduate research opportunities and about activities in the School of Law and Social Justice.
Suitable for: Graduates in Law or a field relevant to the pathway you wish to study.
Location: Lecture Theatre A, Central Teaching Hub.
Time: 18.30-19.00

Management School
Enhance your prospects with our MSc programmes
If you're keen to study business for the first time, specialise in a business function or develop your leadership skills, join us to discover which programme at our Liverpool or London campus will help you to achieve your career goals.
This talk will cover Management School scholarships, what employers think of our accreditations, the dedicated careers support available, connections with business leaders and employers and gaining industry experience.
Suitable for: Graduates from all subject areas.
Location: Lecture Theatre A, Central Teaching Hub.
Time: 18.05-18.25
Please note this presentation focuses on master's programmes.
Discover more about research opportunities at our stand, and the Liverpool Doctoral College stand, in the Central Exhibition.

Music
Studying Music at Liverpool
This talk will discuss the postgraduate opportunities available in Music including our exciting new programme in collaboration with the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic: The Business of Classical Music MA.
Please note the presenter will also be available after the talk between 18.00 and 18.15 to answer your questions.
Suitable for: Graduates in Music and Arts, Humanities and Social Science subjects.
Location: Barkla Lecture Theatre, Chadwick Tower.
Time: 17.30-18.00
Health Sciences

MSc Nursing and MSc Advanced Healthcare Practice
This presentation will introduce you to the opportunities for qualified nurses and health professionals to develop their professional knowledge and advanced practice skills through master’s level study.
Professional roles in health and caring services are developing rapidly and career prospects are excellent.
Suitable for: We are looking for qualified nurses and health professional staff with a 2:1 degree, or those with a professional diploma, professional practice experience and evidence of post-registration study at level 6 or 7.
Come along and learn more about how an MSc Nursing or MSc Advanced Healthcare Practice can enhance your personal and professional development.
Location: G16
Time: 18.30-19.00

Suitable for: We are looking for graduates with a 2:1 in a Science degree, a strong science background and Grade B or above in GCSE English Language and Maths. You will also need to have a caring nature and an enthusiasm for people. Come along and learn more about this relatively unknown but highly rewarding health profession.
Location: Lecture Theatre B, Central Teaching Hub.
Time: 18.30-19.00

Science and Engineering
Faculty of Science and Engineering encourage you to drop into the central exhibition between 16.30-19.00 to find out more about the courses we offer.
Location: Central Teaching Laboratories, Ground Floor.
Time: Drop in anytime between 16.30-19.00

Radiotherapy Postgraduate Diploma/MSc
Fighting Cancer: A Career in Radiotherapy
This presentation will introduce you to the radiotherapy profession. Therapeutic radiographers treat cancer patients with high energy radiation. Job prospects are excellent and the career is fast paced and exciting.
Suitable for: We are looking for graduates with a 2:1 in a Science degree, a strong science background and Grade B or above in GCSE English Language and Maths. You will also need to have a caring nature and an enthusiasm for people. Come along and learn more about this relatively unknown but highly rewarding health profession.
Location: Lecture Theatre B, Central Teaching Hub.
Time: 18.30-19.00

Philosophy

Why Study Philosophy at Liverpool?
The Department of Philosophy at Liverpool has a long history of combining research excellence in core areas of philosophy with innovative work at the frontiers of the discipline: from art to spirituality, Chinese philosophy to animal ethics, moral integrity to radical human enhancement, neo-Platonism to feminism. The talk introduces our exciting postgraduate programmes, which develop research, critical, and professional skills, thus working as a stepping-stone for the pursuit of either a doctorate or a professional career.
Suitable for: Graduates in Philosophy, or other Arts and Humanities related subjects.
Location: Rotblat Lecture Theatre, Chadwick Tower.
Time: 17.30-18.00

Discover more about research opportunities at our stand, and the Liverpool Doctoral College stand, in the Central Exhibition.

Sociology, Criminology and Social Policy

Studying a master’s or a CPD module in Sociology, Criminology and Social Policy
This talk will address the structure, content and delivery of the MA in Social Research Methods and the advantages of social science research training, with a particular focus on the 5 credit social research methods modules on offer.
Suitable for: Graduates, postgraduates and those in employment seeking specialist social research methods training.
Location: Lecture Theatre B, Central Teaching Hub.
Time: 18.05-18.25

Please note this presentation focuses on master’s programmes. Discover more about research opportunities at our stand, and the Liverpool Doctoral College stand, in the Central Exhibition.


Central Exhibition

Call in any time between 16.30 and 19.00 to pick up information and talk to staff and University representatives.

Central Teaching Hub
Ground Floor
Registration Point

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences:
- School of Arts
  - Architecture
  - Communication and Media
  - English
  - Music
  - Philosophy
- School of Histories, Languages and Cultures
  - Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology
  - History
  - Irish Studies
  - Modern Languages and Cultures
  - Politics
- School of Law and Social Justice
  - Law
  - Sociology, Social Policy and Criminology
- University of Liverpool Management School

First Floor
Professional Services:
- Accommodation
- Admissions
- Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
- Finance and Funding
- Library
- Student Support
- University of Liverpool in London
- Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University

Central Teaching Laboratories
Ground Floor
Registration Point

- The Liverpool Advantage: Research at the University of Liverpool

Faculty of Science and Engineering:
- School of Electrical Engineering, Electronics and Computer Science
  - Computer Science
  - Electrical Engineering and Electronics
- School of Engineering
- School of Environmental Sciences
  - Earth, Ocean and Ecological Sciences
  - Geography and Planning
- School of Physical Sciences
  - Chemistry
  - Mathematical Sciences
  - Physics
- Big Data
  - Big Data and High Performance Computing MSc
  - Business Analytics and Big Data MSc
  - Geographic Data Science MSc

Postgraduate Research

Faculty of Health and Life Sciences:
- School of Health Sciences
- School of Life Sciences
- School of Medicine
- School of Psychology
- Institute of Ageing and Chronic Disease
  - Musculoskeletal Ageing MRes
  - Clinical Sciences MRes
- Institute of Infection and Global Health
  - Clinical Sciences MRes
- Institute of Translational Medicine
  - Biomedical Sciences and Translational Medicine MRes
- Liverpool Doctoral College

Please bring your confirmation email with you so we can scan your QR code.

Campus Map

Please note this evening’s event will take place in the Central Teaching Hub, Central Teaching Laboratories and the Chadwick Building. Registration desks can be found in the Central Teaching Hub and Central Teaching Laboratories.

For alternative campus map versions see www.liverpool.ac.uk/maps
Did you know we have a campus in London offering a range of professionally-focused master’s programmes in subjects including Finance, Accounting, Business, Mathematics, Communication, Culture and Design?

Add this to our excellent links with the professions in the nearby City of London and you’ve got the ideal place to progress your career.

Find out more at www.liverpool.ac.uk/london